
throw
Track and collect using both  hands when receiving (stopping/collecting/catching)

Send an object with increased distance/accuracy

Send an object using a range of actions (bowl, slide,  under arm, over head and 

over arm)

SPACE
Place targets at various distances closer/further away. Position floor spot to encourage throwing 

from a range of distance 
TASK 

Practice a range of throwing actions  i.e. over/under arm, slide, bowl, overhead
EQUIPMENT 

Use a range of throwing object- shuttlecocks/foam tennis balls/ koosh balls/beanbag/ small skinned 
foam balls, slow flow/low bounce tennis balls. Heavier balls for bowling only

PEOPLE
Pick a partner to try and outscore/ work with a partner to combine scores

Which object can you throw far, why ?
Show me how you get ready to catch/collect a ball?

Which action helps you make sure your throw reaches?

Can you tell me which was your favourite challenge? 

When you want to use an object, but someone is using it, what do you need to do?

Bucket Challenge

Set up a space with targets 
such as buckets, hoops or 

tubs at different heights i.e.
on a bench, table or floor.

Using a range of throwing 
objects, encourage pupils to 
aim for each target from a 

range of distances

Model different actions for 
different throwing objects i.e.

over/underarm/bowl/over 
head throw

Tidy the bedroom

Set up a playing space 
suitable for 5v5 or 4v4 with a 

dividing line.

Each team must collect one 
throwing object at a time and 
send/throw into the opposing 

team's space (bedroom)

Encourage the action of 
bowling/sliding/under arm 

throw only. Add floor spots to 
throw from placed at various 

distances

Feed the animals

Print out and attach a 
range of cartoon animals 

to a wall at various 
heights.

Place spots on the floor to 
throw from

Pupils aim to throw (feed) 
the object (animal food) 
from varying distances

Encourage pupils to throw 
from different spots aiming 

to feed all the animals


